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Do androids dream of electric sheep?
PBK DIC

In January 2021, years after World War Terminus has destroyed the planet, bounty
hunter Rick Deckard remains on the Earth pursuing his vocation of hunting down and
killing rogue androids.

The faithful spy : Dietrich Bonhoeffer and the plot to
kill Hitler
B BON

Uses text and illustrations to tell the story of Dietrich Bonhoeffer, a German pastor
who spoke out against the Nazi regime.

One too many lies
PBK BOW

"Paige and her friends tell the subtle lies that are a part of daily life. White lies to avoid
insulting friends. Fibs to escape unwanted judgment from classmates. Half-truths to
evade their parents' watchful eyes. But could their lies become dangerous? What
happens when the lies become a matter of life and death?"--Amazon.com.
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Picture us in the light
F GIL

Daniel, a Chinese-American teen, must grapple with his plans for the future, his
feelings for his best friend Harry, and his discovery of a family secret that could shatter
everything.

The poet X
F ACE

Xiomara Batista feels unheard and unable to hide in her Harlem neighborhood. Ever
since her body grew into curves, she has learned to let her fists and her fierceness do
the talking.

The poppy war
F KUA

"A war orphan rises from her humble beginnings to become a powerful military
commander, and perhaps her country's only hope for survival"--OCLC.

Unnatural disasters
F HIR

"Lucy Weaver has her future all figured out. Make an appearance at prom, ditch
graduation, and then head out on an epic road trip with her boyfriend, Luke. But when
everyone's phones start to ring halfway through the dance, Lucy knows something
terrible has happened--something big. Decades of climate change have left the world
teetering on the brink--entire cities drowned, violent extremism on the rise, millions of
refugees with nowhere to turn. Is this the night it finally slips over the
edge?"--Provided by publisher.



Yokohama Yankee : my family's five generations as
outsiders in Japan
929. 2 HEL

Leslie Helm draws on his great grandfather's unpublished memoir and primary source
material to bring his family history to life.

29 dates
F DE

After paying more attention to social media and dating than schoolwork, Ji-su's
parents ship her off from Seoul to San Francisco. Ji-su will have to navigate a host
family, a new city and school, and more dates. As she finds comfort in photography,
Ji-su questions if she even wants to find the one.

Basketball: a love story
796. 323 MAC

"An oral history of basketball"--Provided by publisher.

The brilliant death
F CAP

"A young shapeshifter has to learn to control her powers, while simultaneously using
them to disguise herself as a boy and confront the people who murdered her
father"--OCLC.



Crazy rich Asians
PBK KWA

Envisioning a summer vacation in the humble Singapore home of a boy she hopes to
marry, Chinese American Rachel Chu is unexpectedly introduced to a rich and
scheming clan that strongly opposes their son's relationship with an American girl.

Daughters of the samurai : a journey from East to
West and back
920 NIM

"... In 1871, five young girls were sent by the Japanese government to the United
States. Their mission: learn Western ways and return to help nurture a new generation
of enlightened men to lead Japan. Raised in traditional samurai households during the
turmoil of civil war, three of these unusual ambassadors--Sutematsu Yamakawa,
Shige Nagai, and Ume Tsuda--grew up as typical American schoolgirls. Upon their
arrival in San Francisco they became celebrities, their travels feted by newspapers
across the nation. The passionate friendships they formed reveal an intimate world of
cross-cultural fascination and connection. Ten years later, they returned to Japan--a
land grown foreign to them--determined to revolutionize women's education
..."--Provided by publisher.


